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Power Unit Specifications 

 

VACUFLO's power  units are engineered to  match a home's square footage and  are available for homes up 

to 18,000 sq. ft. Each unit is designed for powerful and quiet operation. The power units are constructed of 

steel and finished with a tough powder-coating that resists chipping, rusting and scratches. Most models 

feature a clear dirt canister so you can see when it needs emptying. 

 

True Cyclonic Power Units 
 
VACUFLO True Cyclonic Power Units provide sustained cleaning power by separating the dirt from the airflow 
without the use of bags or filters! The powerful cleaning performance will not decrease as dirt accumulates. 

 
 
 

 
 
True Cyclonic is our tried and true power unit- bagless, filterless and a work horse of a central vacuum. With a 
6-gallon dirt canister and the unit being exhausted outside the home, minimal maintenance is needed 
throughout the year. It is suggested that every 4-6 months, empty the dirt canister and clean the permanent 
filter screen to promote maximum air flow to the motor allowing for consistent power and worry-free operation 
each and every time you vacuum. 
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VACUFLO True Cyclonic 

 
VACUFLO’s True Cyclonic Power Units require no bags or filters. Cyclonic Filtration Technology deposits  96-
98% of all vacuumed debris in the dirt canister with the remaining fine dust particles exhausted  outside. The 
result  is a cleaner  home  with  cleaner  air. The True Cyclonic systems maintain maximum cleaning efficiency 
with consistent power and airflow. 

 

 No bags or filters needed 
 Required to be exhausted outside 
 Wide range of units to accommodate any home size 
 Large capacity dirt receptacle 
 Removes 100% of vacuumed dirt, dust, allergens and debris from the home 
 Assembled in Canton, Ohio by H-P Products, a trusted name in the industry 
 Provides for whole-house cleaning with one simple system 

Model 
Recommended  

Home Size (Sq.m.) 

Sealed 
Vacuum 

(H2O Lift) 

CFM  
(L/sec) 

Max Air 
Watts* 

Volts 
Max/Avg. 
Amps** 

Collection 
Capacity 
(Liters) 

Level of 
Quietness 

(Decibels)*** 

288 up to 310 2846 mm 52 485 230 7.3/5.5 21 67.1 dBA 

488Q up to 465 3175 mm 57 500 230 7.5/5.9 23 61.0 dBA 

588Q up to 743 3556 mm  59 630 230 8.0/6.5 23 61.5 dBA 

780 up to 1,125  2921 mm  102 824  240 13.8/11.7 23 67.8 dBA 

 980  up to 1,672 3150 mm  107 990  240 14.0/12.5  51 70.9 dBA 

MaxAir up to 2,044 5283 mm 58 903 240 13.8/13.0 23 71.1 dBA 

* ASTM recognizes air watts as air power and is defined as "above the floor cleaning potential." 
** Maximum amps refer to the potential amount of current if the power unit is running in a stand-alone situation. 
(No tubing or accessories attached). Average amps refer to the actual amount of current used when the power 
unit is in typical operation (installed, with accessories attached). 
*** ASTM draft F11.50.07 test method was used to determine dBA ratings. Sound levels were measured at 6' 
from the power unit. All power units were exhausted outdoors. 
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Turbine Powerhead 

Turbine Powerhead has been engineered for high performance, quiet operation and superior cleaning ability. It 
has been carefully designed and manufactured for long life, reliable performance and convenient cleaning. It 
requires no electricity because it runs off the airflow of your central vacuum system. The Turbine Powerhead 
moves easily and does not require downward pressure for thorough cleaning. 

 
TurboCat Zoom 

   Powerful, air-driven powerhead that harnesses the power of your 
central vacuum system for deep, thorough cleaning. 

   Engineered with exclusive Z-Tech Design features  
 including the Vac-N-Groom Brush Roller, Multi-port      Baseplate, Silent 
Drive Belt, Run-Silent Bearings, Soft Pro-Tech Bumper, 
Easy-Glide Rollers and Large Intake Port. 

   Remove embedded dirt and dust while easily maneuvering the 
lightweight TurboCat Zoom.  

   Requires no power cords, batteries or additional electricity. 

 
 

 

 
 
Benefits of Owning a VACUFLO Central Vacuum System 

 Quality products, great service and a trusted name since 1948, and it's all backed by the best Limited 
Lifetime Warranty in the industry! 

 100% of ALL vacuumed dirt, dust and allergens are removed from the living space and leaves no 
"vacuum smell," perfect for families with allergy and asthma sufferers, or pets. 

 Exclusive patented Cyclonic Filtration Technology®provides maximum power, filtration and consistent 
cleaning performance every time you vacuum. 

 Convenient whole-house cleaning with just one simple system. VACUFLO offers a wide selection 
of accessories designed to clean all interior surfaces, floorings, carpets, furnishings and window 
treatments; also ideal for garages, campers and boats, too! 

 Depending on your preference, both Turbine and Electric Powerheads are available to help you 
maintain a clean, healthy home with effortless cleaning. 

 With an extensive product line, VACUFLO can match the right system to any home size, design or 
budget. 

 Unlike portable vacuums that need to be replaced every few years, VACUFLO central vacuums have a 
much longer life expectancy to provide you with a reliable performance, year after year and a Limited 
Lifetime Warranty that ensures it! 

 VACUFLO central vacuums add resale value to your home, extend the life of carpets and furnishings 
and saves time while improving you indoor air quality! 

http://www.vacuflo.com/WBA/Content/benefits/warranty
http://www.vacuflo.com/WBA/Content/benefits/warranty
http://www.vacuflo.com/WBA/Content/products/accessories
http://www.vacuflo.com/WBA/Content/products/accessories
http://www.vacuflo.com/WBA/Content/benefits/warranty
http://www.vacuflo.com/WBA/Content/benefits/warranty
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Green Information 

Today's environmentally conscious homeowners are demanding and getting 
improved energy efficiency, better indoor air quality and smarter use of building 
materials. These "green" building initiatives not only protect the environment, but 
also improve comfort and boost home value. 

VACUFLO central vacuums have a unique role to play in "green" homes by 
removing 100% of vacuumed dirt, dust and allergens, with no recirculation of 
particles back into the living area they ensure healthy indoor air and reduce the 
discomfort of allergy sufferers by more than 60%. 

Unlike upright vacuums, which are often discarded after only a few years, 
VACUFLO central vacuum systems keep up worry-free cleaning for decades, ensured by our Lifetime Limited 
Warranty. The only thing you are discarding is dust. 

VACUFLO helps to fight noise pollution by featuring sound dampening designs that keeps homes peacefully 
quiet. Optional air-driven turbines that operate solely on the power of your system are available, with no 
additional electricity needed. 

Organizations like Earth Advantage® and the US Green Building Council with its LEED®‚ (Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design) Rating System are providing standards and certification to ensure that best 
practices are followed across the country. 

Central Vacuum Systems that are exhausted to the outside earn 1 point in the LEED-H standard and 3 points 
in the NAHB Green Building Standard. 

 

 

 

 


